For 2013-2014 Back row: Janet James- past President, Harold Black-1st VP, Sandra Gardner-Parliamentarian, Judy McFeaters-Recording Secretary; Front row: Judy Lynn-President, Sarah Villarreal-Chaplain, Louise Raphael-Treasurer, Michelle Bibb-2nd VP
Not pictured is Gayle Green-Corresponding Secretary

As last year, Betty Hayes installed the officers. Betty teased her good friend Judy McFeaters during the process giving everyone a good laugh. Pictured are Betty Hayes, Sarah Villarreal, Sandra Gardner, Louise Raphael, and Judy McFeaters
Cynthia Rodriguez is finishing her eleventh year as an educator for Northside ISD and thirteenth overall. She is a Math Specialist at Lawrence Powell Elementary and enrolled at the University of Texas at San Antonio in pursuit of a Doctoral degree in Interdisciplinary Learning and Teaching. She began as a fourth grade classroom teacher. She taught her fourth grade students how to create interactive websites, blogs and content rich videos. She then became a campus instructional technologist. At Bobbye Behlau Elementary School, Cinthia established the technology program, which presented her with the platform to affect instruction at a higher level by leading campus trainings and district staff developments. Currently, as the lead Title-1 Math Specialist at Powell Elementary, she has the ability to focus curriculum and instruction across all grade levels. This year, her school was selected to pilot the Think Though Math online program purchased through the Texas Success Initiative. Cinthia trained teachers in the district, created a math lab at Powell and gathered data that was presented to both the Northside Math and Technology departments.

She says that, as a product of Title-I public schools, she understands the importance of supporting academic enrichment for underprivileged youth, which she will continue to maintain in her educational career. Receiving NSARTA’s scholarship will support her at the University of Texas at San Antonio.

Pictured are Cinthia Rodriguez and the Lawrence Powell Elementary School Vice Principal Lisa Hibshman.
Many watched the installation and scholarship award
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Carl Doyle, Cy Firgens and Earl Hessong

Peggy Peterson and Glennie Lecocke

Edd Beasley and Kay Kelley
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